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FEBRUARYMEETING
Tuesday, February 11, 2020    5:30 - 9:00 PM

Theme: Young Engineers in ASHRAE (YEA)
Presentation: The Secrets and Challenges of Young 
     Decision Makers
Speaker: 
Andy Reilman - Integral Group
Yung Jang - Building Networks Group
Austin Allen - Henderson Engineers
Karine Leblanc - US Air Conditioning Distributors 

AGENDA:
5:30 - Social Hour
6:40 - Announcements & Dinner
7:00 - Main Program
8:45 - Raffle & Adjourn

The raffle at the meeting will be donated to the 
chapter Research Promotion!

COST: Chapter Members/Non-Members
Early Bird: $45/$55
On Site: $55/$65
Students: Free!

LOCATION:
Taix French Restaurant
1911 Sunset Blvd

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

DINNER CHOICES: 
  Beef Bourguignon  -  Roast Chicken  -  Portobello Risotto

ASHRAE SoCal Spring Technical Seminar
     La Krenz Innovation Campus - March 27 (Page 22)

UPCOMINGEVENTS

REGISTER

For ASHRAE news and society 
headlines, please check:
ashrae.org/about/news

February 2020
Volume 64
No. 6

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/ashrae-socal-february-11-meeting-the-secrets-and-challenges-of-young-decision-makers-tickets-90736606633
http://ashrae.org/about/news
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Speaker Biography

Andy Reilman
PE, LEED AP BD+C, HBDP, Managing Principal - Integral Group

Andy is the Managing Principal of Integral Group’s Los Angeles office, and a mechanical engineer with over 20 
years of experience in HVAC systems design and integrated sustainable project design. His expertise in sustainable 
architecture and green buildings includes building designs for passive, low energy systems such as natural and 
mixed-mode ventilation, displacement ventilation, radiant heating and cooling, and building integrated renewable 
energy systems.

Andy is skilled in project coordination with the mechanical electrical, plumbing, and fire protection trades, and 
has led integrated design teams and supported production of plans and specifications. His breadth of experience 
encompasses many building types including, among others, higher education, corporate office, and mixed-use 
projects. He continues to push the boundaries in sustainable design with extensive experience in LEED Platinum 
and Zero Net Energy buildings.

Jun Yang
PE, LEED AP, Managing Principal - Building Networks Group

Jun Yang is a recognized leader in the industry with a proven portfolio of successful projects for a variety of Fortune 
500 clients.  Jun has contributed to the development of over $1B in industry specific construction experience.

He has presented at numerous conferences and written articles for leading publications showcasing a variety of 
innovative and sustainable design solutions.

He is a graduate of UCLA’s School of Engineering and Applied Sciences and of UCLA’s Anderson School of 
Management.  His diverse educational background allows him to support his clients on technically challenging 
planning and construction while maintaining a focus on finances and the business aspects of each project.    
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Speaker Biography
Austin Allen
PE, LEED BD+C, Associate VP and Director - Henderson Engineers

Austin Allen is the Associate Vice President and Director of Los Angeles Operations at Henderson Engineers, 
who started working at Henderson as a college intern and became a full-time employee in 2006. He’s often 
described as a fusion of the “get things done” person and the “ideas guy”, which shows in the exponential growth 
the Los Angeles office experienced within three years of opening. Since opening, the office revenue has grown 
with 35 full-time employees and projects encompassing adaptive reuse, multi-family, hospitality, and mixed-use 
developments ranging from 1,000 SF. to over 1.2 million SF, and HVAC systems ranging from 3 to 3,100 tons.  

Austin is a professional engineer licensed in AZ, KS, and CA and is a LEED BD+C accredited professional with 
more than 15 years of mechanical and sustainable design experience.  He has a bachelor’s degree in mechanical 
engineering with a nuclear emphasis from Kansas State University and a Master of Business Administration from 
the University of Kansas.

Karine Leblanc (Moderator)
Sales Engineer - US Air Conditioning Distributors

Karine Leblanc received her bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Ecole de Technologie Superieure, 
a public engineering school in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, who was founded in 1974 and that is part of the 
University of Quebec. She was awarded an honorary medal as part of the 50th anniversary of the University of 
Quebec for her exceptional contribution to the institution. 

Karine has been working as an HVAC sales engineer for US Air Conditioning Distributors since 2001 and has been 
an active member of ASHRAE since she was a student. 

Karine has served on the ASHRAE Society Board of Director from 2014-2017 and became the first female Region 
X Director Regional Chair since 1959. In 2009-2010, she was the 2nd female and youngest President of the 
chapter of Southern California which was founded in 1930.

She has received the Louise & Bill Holladay chapter Distinguished service award, the Region X Director’s Cup 
award, the Regional Award of Merit and the Distinguished Service Award.
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March 3, 2020
Theme: Women in ASHRAE
Presentation: Promoting the HVAC 
Industry for A Sustainable Future
Speakers: Pam Duffy, P. E. - DL
Location: Proud Bird

ASHRAE Meeting Calendar
All our pictures from the chapter meetings are located on our social media!

 https://www.facebook.com/ASHRAESOCAL/

 https://twitter.com/ashraesocal

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashrae-southern-california-chapter-1a9a5015b/

April 2, 2019
Theme: Sustainability
Presentation: Energy/Sustainability
Speakers: [TBD]
Location: Taix French Restaurant

May 7, 2019
Theme: Student Night
Presentation: ASHRAE Student Members 
Presentations
Speakers: ASHRAE Student Members
Location: Taix French Restaurant

https://www.facebook.com/ASHRAESOCAL/
https://twitter.com/ashraesocal
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashrae-southern-california-chapter-1a9a5015b/
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President’s Message
Dear ASHRAE SoCal,

The 2020 ASHRAE Winter Conference and AHR expo have been a great opportunity 
to get updated on standards, learn new technologies available in the market, and 
to network with industry players. I have enjoyed catching up with you in Orlando, 
Florida. Returning to LA, we will be continuing our ASHRAE SoCal chapter 
meetings starting Tuesday February 11th at the Taix French Restaurant. The topic 
of our next meeting is “The Secrets and Challenges of Young Decision Makers”. 
Our engineering industry leaders will discuss their background, how they were 
able to rise into leadership positions, and the challenges of both becoming and 
continuing to be a leader.

Our previous January 7th meeting on “The Future of Intelligent Building Controls” had close to 100 
participants. It was great to see the trend that large control companies are standardizing with building 
management systems and the alternatives proposed by multi-protocol solutions. I’d like to thank Rick 
Fellows, Allan Slabodkin, Samy Arbid, and Chris Miller for sharing their knowledge and controls expertise. 

The March 3rd meeting is our Women in Engineering night. We will have Pam Duffy, an ASHARE 
distinguished lecturer, speak on “Promoting the HVAC Industry for A Sustainable Future.” Pam has served 
on many ASHRAE boards and committees (President of Atlanta Chapter, Electronic Communication 
Committee, and is a member of several Technical Committees). Pam is also active in the Society of Women 
Engineers and has been named to both the Consulting-Specifying Engineer’s list of 40 under 40 as well as 
NEWS’ 40 under 40. Our March 3rd meeting will be held at the Proud Bird.

Last, but not least, I’d like to congratulate Mike Gallagher for receiving the Fellow membership grade. 
Mike was recognized at the Orlando Winter Conference. Also, I’d like to thank Mann Chau for promoting 
STEM and student activities. Mann and I participated as speech judges at the Academic Decathlon on 
January 25th.  I encourage you all to get involved in promoting HVAC in our local communities. Finally, I 
would like to thank you for your continued efforts in promoting HVAC as an exciting and growing career 
field opportunity.

Thank you!
Nick Rosner, P.E.
ASHRAE SoCal President 2019-2020
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LOCATION: 
Pacific Palms Resort 

One Industry Hills Parkway 
City of Industry, CA 91744 

All Proceeds go to the ASHRAE Scholarship 
Fund.  

Donations to ASHRAE are fully deductible from 
taxable income by most donors who itemize 
their deductions.  

ASHRAE is a 501c (3) organization and all 
donations are tax deductible. 

IRS Tax ID #23-7132135 

Event Schedule 
11:00 am – Registration 
Lunch will be provided for each player in the 
assigned golf carts. 
1:00 pm – Shotgun Start 
6:00 pm – Cocktails & Hor D’oeuvres 
6:30 pm – Awards Banquet 

 Raffles & Announcements 
 Dinner 

 

Learn More & Register Now at 

EdSchmidt2020.com 
 

Edward Schmidt served as President and Scholarship Chairman of the Southern California 
Chapter. He passed away in June 2003, at the age of 54, following a courageous battle 
with leukemia. He was an avid golfer, and through this tournament we hope to honor 

him by recognizing deserving students for the scholarship fund. 

The Southern California Chapter of ASHRAE presents the 
 
 

Tenth Bi-annual Edward Schmidt 
Memorial Scholarship 

Golf Tournament 
Friday May 8th, 2020 – 1:00  Shotgun Start 

Visit EdSchmidt2020.com 
 

Ed Schmidt 2020 Golf Tournament
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ASHRAE SoCal at LA County Academic Decathlon
by Mann Chau,
February 4, 2020

Members of the ASHRAE Southern California Chapter volunteered as speech judges at the Los Angeles County 2020 
Academic Decathlon on 25 January 2020. 

Over 400 students from thirty-nine high schools from Los Angeles Unified School District convened at El Porto High 
School to test their knowledge and skills in Art, Economics, Literature, Mathematics, Music, Science, Social Science, Super 
Quiz, Interview, and Speech.  

Event organizers are always looking for judges to help in student competitions especially in interviews and speeches.

“It’s such a rewarding experience, giving back our time to students in their pursuit of academic excellence!  Speech is 
such an overlooked skill that students need to practice to be successful professionally,” said ASHRAE member Mann 
Chau. 

The event was conducted over two consecutive Saturdays.  On the first Saturday 25 January, ASHRAE members 
volunteered to grade one 4 minute prepared speech and one 2 minute impromptu speech from every student.  On the 
second Saturday 1 February, students took 7 objective tests and collectively answered questions as a team under the 
Super Quiz competition.

While time and commitment is required to serve as judges, the reward for our ASHRAE volunteers is being able to see that 
we lend our helping hand to these students, building their professional skills in public speaking.  Volunteering as judges 
in the Academic Decathlon can ultimately encourage students towards Science Technology Engineering Math career 
fields and continue living ASHRAE’s mission to advance the arts and sciences of heating, ventilating, air conditioning and 
refrigerating. 

Figure 1: Mann Chau (left), ASHRAE SoCal President Nick Rosner (right) are pictured below.
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Using Approach to Assess
HVAC Equipment Heat Exchange Condition

Mike’s Monthly
Maintenance

You’ve  been  asked  to  assess  a  performance  problem.  Or  
you  are  conducting  a  real  engineering  “due  diligence”  
survey  (you know,  the  kind  that  only  perhaps  5%  of  
the  people  who  buy  commercial  buildings…the  smart  
5%,  who  don’t  like  surprises…actually  conduct).  Or  
maybe  you  are  a  service  contractor,  new  to  a  building,  
and  you  are  trying  to  decide  what  makes  sense  as  the  
next  step  to  be  recommended.  You  get  an  opportunity  
to  see  the  equipment  in  operation  and  either  take  
a  few  readings,  read  info  from  a  control  panel,  or  
both.  But  no  disassembly;  no  extensive  shutdown  
or  operating  interruptions  permitted.  What  do  you  
consider?

There  are  several  things,  ranging  from  the  sound  that  
the  equipment  makes  to  general  observations  that  
can  be  made  from  seeing  a  system  in  operation.  But  
I’d  put  money down  with  a  bookie  that  the  most  
overlooked  yet  useful  tool  is  probably  approach.  

What  does  trying  to  actually  use  approach  mean  from  
a  practical  standpoint  in  HVAC?  Ultimately,  we  want  to  
know  if  the  heat  exchanger  is  doing  its  job.  Let’s  start  
by  reviewing  what  approach  is  for  some  common  
stuff  that  we  see  every  day:  water  cooled  chillers;  
air  cooled  units  of  all  kinds;  cooling  towers  and  their  
fluid  cooler & evaporative  condenser  brethren;  plate  
and  frame  heat  exchangers  and  cooling  coils.  We’ll  also 
talk  about  some  default  “rules of  thumb”  if  you  don’t  
have  a  manufacturer’s  performance  run  to  consult.

For  my  purposes,  approach  at  its  simplest  (don’t  
go  looking  in  Webster’s  for  this)  is  the  difference  
between  the  leaving  fluid  temperature  that  you  are  
trying  to  produce  and  the  entering  condition  of  the  
fluid  that  is  your  driving  force.  Remember  that  air,  

water  and  refrigerant  are  all  fluids,  so  this  difference  
can  be  between  any  mix  of  the  three.  In  the  case  of  
evaporative  cooling,  whether  via  cooling tower,  fluid  
cooler,  evaporative  condenser,  direct  or  indirect  evap  
cooler,  etc,  the  driving  force  will  be  the  ability for  
the  air  that  is  absorbing heat  energy  via  evaporation  
to  do  its  job…therefore  the  temperature  of  interest  
will  be  wet  bulb.  If  the  driving  force  is  provided  
by  refrigeration,  then  depending  upon  the  heat  
exchanger  in  question  you  will  be  looking  at  either  
the  liquid  refrigerant’s  saturated  suction  temperature  
(SST)  or  the  refrigerant  vapor’s  saturated  condensing  
temperature  (SCT).  Let’s  take  some  examples.

Flooded  heat  exchangers  in  chillers  (where  the  liquid  
refrigerant  resides  in  the  shell,  and  the  water  passes 
through  the  tubes)  are  exchanging  heat  between  
refrigerant  and  water.  In  the  chiller  barrel  (the  
evaporator),  the  leaving  water  temp  is  driven  by  the  
SST.  The  chiller  manufacturer  can  provide  the  design  
SST  for  a  particular  set of  operating  conditions,  based  
upon  their  chiller  selection  software.  If  the  chiller  
is  fully  loaded  and  meeting  the  leaving  water  temp  
upon  which  the  chiller  selection  is  based,  then  the  
difference  between  the  leaving  water  temp  and  the  
SST  should  be  pretty  close  to  the  approach  predicted  
by  the  chiller  selection.  If  it  is  significantly  higher  
than  expected,  it  makes  sense  to  ask  why.  The  chilled  
water  loop  is  generally  a  closed  loop,  so  if  it  was  
cleaned  in  the  first  place  at  start-up,  automatic  air  
bleed  devices  are  working,  there  haven’t  been  a  bunch  
of  additions  to  the  loop,  the  make-up  water  line  hasn’t  
broken  underground  and  added  soil  to  the  loop  and  
anti-corrosion  chemicals have  been  maintained,  you 
can  easily  go ten  years  or  more  without  needing  to  
brush  the  tubes.  Of  course,  if  some  of  these  things  
are  not  the  case  or  the  chiller  has  put  a  bunch  of  oil  

by Mike Gallagher,  MGallagher@wasocal.com

mailto:MGallagher%40wasocal.com?subject=
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into  the  refrigerant  side  of  the  chiller  barrel (typically  
an  operation  issue,  rather  than  a  mechanical  repair  
problem), then  the  approach  can  be  out  of  whack.  
For  new,  high  efficiency  chillers,  a  design  approach  of  
less  than  1 F  is not  unusual.  For  older  or  less  efficient  
chillers,  2 or 3 F is more  typical, and  you  might  even  
find  some  small,  older  screw chillers at  close  to  4 F.  
The  condensers  are  similar;  in  this  case  the  SCT  is  the  
fluid  being  acted  upon,  and  the  driver  is  the  condenser  
water.  Here,  the  approach is  typically  higher  than  the  
evaporator;  as  a  rule  of  thumb,  something  like  1.5 - 2  
times  the  numbers  that  I  noted  above  for  the  same  
chiller’s  evaporator  often  makes  sense.  If  the  approach  
is  significantly  above  that  for  temperatures  in  the  
range  of  the  original  chiller  selection,  it  is  usually  safe  
to  assume  that  the  tubes  are  fouled,  though  there  are  
other  (less likely)  possibilities.  Measured  condenser  
approach  is  generally valid  even  if  the  conditions  you  
are  monitoring  are  quite  a  ways  from  peak. design.  
Evaporator  approach  can  fake  you  out  if  water  flow  
or  excessive  load  conditions  cause  the  leaving  water  
temperature  to  be  far  from  set  point  with  the  chiller  
fully  loaded;  under  those  circumstances  you  could  
be  running  a  much  lower  SST  than  you  would  have  
under  a  normal  steady  state  test  condition.  Evaporator  
approach  is  also  difficult  to  assess  if  the  chiller  is  not  
pretty  fully  loaded. 

In  the  case  of  a  cooling  tower,  the  leaving  water  
temperature  is  being  driven  by  the  ambient wet  
bulb.  The  approach  is  the  difference  between  the  
two.  At  design  air  flow,  if  the  water  and  wet  bulb  
temperatures  are  somewhat  close  to  design,  water  
internal  distribution  over  the  fill  media  is  proper  and  
the  media  itself  is  clean,  in  general  I  would  expect  
to  see  an  approach  of  5 – 8 F  for  large  draw  through  
towers  and  6 – 10 F  for  blow  through  towers.  Fluid  
coolers  are  higher,  due  to  the  indirect  nature  of  the  
heat  exchange.  Depending  upon  how  generously  the  
fluid  cooler  was  sized,  this  can  be  a  broad  spread,  
but  approach  values  anywhere  between  12 F  and  
16 F  seems  to  be  common.  Evaporative  condensers,  
where  the  approach  is  the  difference  between  the  
SCT  and  the  ambient  WB,  can’t  be  grossly  oversized  
without  refrigeration  system  repercussions;  all  that  
extra  refrigerant  in  the  system  due  to  an  oversized  
evaporative  condenser  can  lead  to  big  problems.  In  
normal  air  conditioning  applications,  something  in  

the  20 - 30 F  range  makes  sense  for  an  evaporative  
condenser  approach.  For  any  of  these  types  of  units,  
if  you  run  into  numbers  a  bunch  higher  than  that,  
I’d  suspect  scale  build  up  on  the  fill  and/or  heat  
exchange  piping  or  internal  water  distribution  issues  
(all  of  which  tend  to  go  hand  in  hand  and  are  mutually  
reinforcing).

We  often  used  to  see  plate  and  frame  heat  exchangers  
used  for  various  cooling  tower  economizer/”free  
cooling”  schemes.  While  this  technology  has  been  less  
popular  recently,  there  are  still  a  lot  of  them  out  there.  
In  this  case,  the  difference  between  the  leaving  water 
temperature  and  the  entering  driving  temperature  can  
be  as  low  as  1 F if  enough  plates  are  used  in  the  heat  
exchanger.  This  comes  down  to  an  economic  analysis;  
you  can  get  a  much,  much  cheaper  (and  lighter)   heat  
exchanger  if  you  are  willing  to  trade  lower  first  cost  
for  a  4 F  approach,  and  there  are  infinite  options  in  
between.  By  the  time  you  reach  1 F,  you  probably  
have  passed  the  “diminishing  returns”  point  by  0.5 – 1 
degree,  though  you  need  to  analyze  it  to  be  sure.

That  brings  us  to  air  cooled  units  of  all  types.  The  
condenser  approach  is  the  difference  between  ambient  
air  temp  and  SCT.  The  ambient  temperature  when  you  
make  the  readings  is  critical.  My  remarks  below  are  
based  on  what  you  can  expect  when  the  temperature  is  
above  90 F.  Cooler  temperatures  significantly  increase  
the  capacity  of  both  the  condenser  coils  and  the  entire  
DX  system,  and  can  thereby  mask  a  problem.  Since  
you  will  sometimes  have  to  rely  on  readings  at  cooler  
ambient  temperatures,  bear  in  mind  that  you  may  
have  to  bump  up  the  measured  approach  by  another  
20 %  or  more  if  you  are  trying  to  assess  the  condenser  
coil  situation  with  ambient  temperature  in  the  ‘70’s.   
Evaluating  the  condition  of  air  cooled  condensers  
(particularly  if  the  fins  have  visibly  deteriorated,  or  
you  suspect  dirt  build  up  within  the  coil)  can  be  very  
important.  In  an  ideal  situation  you  would  have  a  
good  packaged  equipment  salesperson  who  can  get  
you  anticipated  approach   information,  but  since  all  
manufacturers  seem  to  have  “relaxed” the  technical  
competence  requirements  for  their  salespeople,  today  
you  may  be  operating  in  the  dark  from  a  support  
standpoint. As  efficiency  standards  have  changed  to  
require  more  efficient  equipment,  approaches  have  
gotten  lower.  In  general,  for  a  new,  modern  piece  of   

Mike’s Monthly Maintenance
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Mike’s Monthly Maintenance
equipment,  I’d  expect  15 - 18 F  condenser  approach.  A  
30  year  old  unit  was  probably  24 – 28 F  when  new.  If  
you  find  an  approach  more  than  5 F  above  what  you  
would  expect  and  the  fins  are  in good  shape,  some  coil  
cleaning  may  be  required  (it  can  be  hard  to  see  the  
dirt  within  the  coil  rows).  If  the  approach  is  10 F  or  
more  above  what  you  would  expect,  something  dirty  is  
definitely  going  on.

The  last  item  for  today’s  discussion  is  the  cooling  coil.  
For  a  chilled  water  coil,  the  approach  is  leaving  air  DB  
temp  vs.  entering  chilled  water  temp.  For  a  DX  coil,  it  is  
leaving  DB  vs.  SST.  Coil  rows,  fin  spacing  and  circuiting  
all  conspire  to  determine  coil  performance  and  hence,  
approach.  If  the  project’s  original  equipment  schedule  
is  available,  you  can  often  nail  this  down  easily.  If  not,  
it  may  take  some  research.  You  should  understand  
that  stuff  can  be  deposited  or  growing  deep  within  
a  coil  and  not  be  visible  from  the  outside.  If  I  have  
real  coil  data  and  know  that  I’m  not  “guesstimating”,  
I  get  concerned  if  the  approach  is  more  than  2 F  
higher  than  expected.  As  a  side  note,  I’ve  had  very  
good  experience  with  the  use  of  UV  light  for  cooling  
coils.  It  works…but  only  if  the  bulbs  are  changed  when  
they  lose  effectiveness  (typically  18 – 24  months).  The  
good  news  is  that  it  is  never  too  late.  The  bulbs  will  
do  “remedial  cleaning” over  time  if  restored,  and  for  
many  applications  for  which  it  is  difficult  to  schedule  
interruptions,  they  are  a  good  option.    

Approach  is  a  great  diagnostic  tool.  It  can  point  out  
problems  and  confirm  suspicions.  So  what  do  we  do  
about  a  high  approach?  The  solution  almost  always  
involves  cleaning    what  ever  is  fouling  the  surface  
in  question.  That  typically  involves  a  combination  of  
physical  (tube  brushing,  pressure  washing,  etc)  and  
chemical  (there  are  some  great  eco-friendly  descalers  
available)  measures.

I’m always happy to have your input:
MGallagher@wasocal.com.

CONGRATULATIONS
On becoming an ASHRAE Fellow!

mailto:MGallagher@wasocal.com
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AHR Expo - Discussion on Labor Shortage

Read the full article here:
http://ahrexpo.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/

AHR_HVAC-Mitigating-the-Labor-Shortage_Final-1.14.2020.pdf

http://ahrexpo.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/AHR_HVAC-Mitigating-the-Labor-Shortage_Final-1.14.2020.pdf
http://ahrexpo.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/AHR_HVAC-Mitigating-the-Labor-Shortage_Final-1.14.2020.pdf
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ASHRAE SoCal Chapter Research Promotion

Corporation and Individual tax deductible contributions helped ASHRAE fund the 
following  Research

IDENTIFIER TC/TG COST RESEARCH TITLE OR SUBJECT CONTRACTOR

1408-RP 2.06 $149,839 The Effect of Lining Length on the Insertion Loss of Acoustical Duct Liner 
in Sheet Metal Ductwork U. NEVADA- Las Vegas, NV

1455-RP 1.04 $160,000 Advanced Control Sequences for HVAC Systems - Phase I Air Distribution 
and Terminal Systems TAYLOR ENGINEERING - Alameda, CA

1469-RP 5.10 $350,000 Thermal Comfort in Commercial Kitchens KEMA, INC. - Oakland, CA

1515-RP 2.01 $174,714 Thermal and Air Quality Acceptability in Buildings that Reduce Energy by 
reducing Minimum airflow from Overhead Diffusers UC-BERKELEY - Berkeley, CA

1544-RP 6.06 $194,850 Establishing Benchmark Levels and Patterns of Commercial Building Hot 
Water Use

APPLIED ENERGY TECHNOLOGY - Davis, 
CA

1588-RP 4.07 $75,000 Representative Layer-by-Layer Descriptions for Fenestration Systems 
with Specified Bulk Properties such as U-factor and SHGC

WHITE BOX TECHNOLOGIES, INC. -
Moraga, CA

1609-RP 7.03 $110,000 Defining the Capabilities, Needs and Current Limitations of Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) in Operations and Maintenance for HVAC&R HITCHCOCK CONSULTING - Kelsey, CA

1665-RP 3.02 $103,685 R-40 Stability with HVAC&R System Materials McCAMPBELL ANALYTICAL, INC. -
Pittsburgh, CA

1673-RP 9.12 $90,000 Revision of the  ASHRAE HVAC Design Guide for Tall Commercial 
Buildings B&S Analytics - Marina Del Ray, CA

1682-RP 5.02 $117,719 Study to Identify CFD Models for Use in Determining HVAC Duct Fitting 
Loss Coefficients

Embry-Riddle University - Prescott, 
Arizona

Grant 14-15 2.01 $20,000 Support for the Development of ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Database 
Mark II

UC-BERKELEY - Berkeley, CA & U. 
SYDNEY, Australia

Support Future Research in 
Building Science & Air Conditioning ! 

  For online contributions go to www.ashrae.org/contribute

http://www.ashrae.org/contribute
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Online Donation to ASHRAE Research Promotion

Click or Copy/Paste the following link on your browser:
https://www.ashrae.org/standards-research--technology/ashrae-rp

https://www.ashrae.org/standards-research--technology/ashrae-rp
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Membership Corner

Membership 
Promotion
By Carter Chappell - 
Membership Chair

To become a member of the Southern California Chapter you must first be a member of Society (for more info, 
please visit www.ashrae.org/membership/join). If you are currently a member of Society and wish to join the 
Chapter, you can synchronize your renewal dates by paying pro-rated Chapter dues. Society membership is 
$205 for Associates and Members, $21/$79/$105 (Fee per year at a 3 year introduction) for Affiliates, and $21 
for students; Chapter membership is $60 for Affiliates, Associates and Members and $10 for students. Student 
Transfer membership allows you to maintain a reduced membership for the two years following graduation. 

*Rate changes every year for the first 3 years.

If you have any questions about your membership, please don’t hesitate to contact
Carter Chappell at cchappell@icidualcool.com

HAVE YOU PAID YOUR MEMBERSHIP DUES?
Even though you December have paid your Society membership dues, don’t forget to pay your Chapter 
dues. Chapter dues go directly to the SoCal Chapter and are greatly appreciated. If you haven’t paid 
your Chapter dues yet, please be sure to stop by reception at the next chapter meeting and we can 
accept your dues directly.  Thank You!

SmartStart By Andres Palomino - Membership Chair

Are you a Student Member that recently graduated? Do you know someone that is? First off, welcome 
to the real world! Secondly, you should all take advantage of the SmartStart Program!  SmartStart is a 
3-year program that allows Student Members to transfer to Associate grade membership at a fraction 
of the cost:
 First Year: $21
 Second Year: $79
 Third Year: $105
Join within 6 months of your graduation date to take advantage of the SmartStart program now!
(https://fs12.formsite.com/ashrae/form581146616/secure_index.html)

http://www.ashrae.org/membership/join
mailto:cchappell@icidualcool.com
https://fs12.formsite.com/ashrae/form581146616/secure_index.html
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Government Affairs Committee (GAC)
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ASHRAE Student Scholarships

ASHRAE High School Scholarship Notice 1/31/2020

John Tamney Memorial Scholarship 

2020– 2021 ASHRAE Southern California Chapter Student Scholarships will be granted to a graduating high 
school senior who has been accepted into a mechanical engineering or engineering technology program at
any California college/university or community college. The scholarship grant amount is generally $12,000 for
tuition during Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 enrollment.

Applications are due March 31, 2020. For consideration by the Chapter, please submit
the following documents listed below:

1. Letter of acceptance for California colleges/universities or community college for entry to
Mechanical Engineering or Engineering Technology program.

2. Name and location of High School.
3. At least one letter of recommendation from student’s teacher or counselor
4. Graduating high school transcript with grade point average (GPA) - photo copy is acceptable.
5. Resume of personal interest and academic achievements.
6. Personal data – mailing address, phone, email address.
7. Essay on student’s goals and future life path.

Notice of the award of the scholarship grant will be made at the Chapter meeting on May 5, 2020 at 
TAIX French Restaurant (1911 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90026). 50% of funds will be available
in Fall 2020, and 50% will be available in Spring 2021.

Submit all above documentation in electronic form (PDF or MS-DOC) to the

Scholarship Selection Committee members, listed below, by no later than March 31, 2020.

Clayton A. Lampman, P.E.
C.A. LAMPMAN ASSOCIATES
1531 North Santa Anita Ave.
Arcadia, CA 91006-1844
Phone:(626) 355-8979
Fax: (626) 355-5829 

Jay Madden, PE
Southern California Edison
1515 Wamut Grove Ave
Rosemead, CA 91770
(626) 302-0829
E-mail: jay.madden@sce.comE-mail: cala_eng@earthlink.net
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ASHRAE Student Scholarships

2020 – 2021 Student Scholarships for Community Colleges

The 2020– 2021 ASHRAE Southern California Chapter Student Scholarships will be granted to 
eligible and deserving Community (2-year) College students. The scholarship grant amounts
are generally $400 to $750 each and will be available during fall 2020 enrollment. We are 
seeking to select candidates for these scholarships from students who are enrolled in a
technical curriculum focused on refrigeration and/or air conditioning, with a serious goal of
entering the field of HVAC&R Engineering after graduation. They may be a full time or part time
student currently and must demonstrate financial need. If you are an instructor or college
administrator we need your help to identify and recommend qualified students at your
institution.
Applications are due March 31, 2020. For consideration by the Chapter, the
student should submit the documents listed below:

1. Photocopy of last semester/quarter college transcript – 1) must have C average or higher
and 2) must have completed at least one course in engineering or physical sciences.

2. Letter of Recommendation from Dean or Department Chair.
3. Complete resume of completed courses, work experience, and general interest.

The Chapter's Scholarship Committee members will base their final selection on a personal 
interview of the candidates to be held between mid-April and early-May 2020 at a location to 
be selected. Please note that the interview is the single most important criterion in the
selection process and we encourage the student to be well prepared with all necessary 
documentation, including transcripts and letters of recommendation. The Scholarship Committee 
Interviewers will be evaluating the general character presentation of the applicant, verbal 
communication skills, interest/knowledge in HVAC&R industry, and financial need.  

Notice of the award of the scholarship grant will be made at the Chapter meeting on May
5, 2020 at TAIX French Restaurant (1911 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90026). Funds
will be available in fall of 2019.

Submit all above documentation in electronic format (PDF or MS-DOC) to the 
Scholarship Selection Committee members, listed below, by no later than March 31, 2020.

Clayton A. Lampman, P.E.
C.A. LAMPMAN ASSOCIATES
1531 North Santa Anita Ave.
Arcadia, CA 91006-1844
Phone: (626) 355-8979
Fax: (626) 355-5829

Jay Madden, P.E.
Southern California Edison
1515 Walnut Grove Ave 
Rosemead, CA 91770. Phone : 
(626) 302-0829
E-mail: jay.madden@sce.com

E-mail: cala_eng@earthlink.net
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ASHRAE Student Scholarships

ASHRAE Scholarships 2020-2021 1/31/2020

2020 – 2021 Student Scholarships for 4 Year Engineering College/University

The 2020 – 2021 ASHRAE Southern California Chapter Student Scholarships will be granted
to eligible and deserving Four-Year Engineering College/University students. The scholarship
grants will be available during fall 2019 enrollment. We are seeking to select candidates for 
these scholarships from students who are enrolled in an engineering or technical curriculum
and show an academic interest in refrigeration and/or air conditioning related courses, including
controls with a serious goal of entering the field of HVAC&R Engineering after graduation.
Additionally, the student must demonstrate financial need. If you are an instructor or college
administrator we need your help to identify and recommend qualified students at your institution
to apply.
Requirements for ASHRAE Engineering Scholarships:

1. Scholarship to be granted to an enrolled Mechanical Engineering student who has a
cumulative 3.0 GPA and have completed at least 3 semesters or 5 quarters of
engineering of sophomore level or higher courses.

2. The amount of the scholarship to vary from $900 to $3,000 each, subject to an
evaluation of the required documents and an interview.

3. Additional scholarships may be granted to freshman or entering freshmen in
Mechanical Engineering if they are recommended by a Southern California Chapter
member and have the goal of eventually entering the HVAC&R field.

Requirements for J. Frank Park Scholarship:
1. Scholarship to be granted to an enrolled Mechanical Engineering student who has a

cumulative 3.0 GPA and have completed at least 5 semesters or 8 quarters of
engineering of junior and senior level courses.

2. The amount of the scholarship may vary from $2,500 to $5,000, subject to an
evaluation of the required documents and an interview. This scholarship is limited to
one grant per calendar year.

3. The applicant must demonstrate interest in HVAC&R by having taken or enrolled in
one or more related course.

4. Submit a short essay (two pages or less) on "Why mechanical engineering that
pertains to heating, refrigeration, and air conditioning is or will be my chosen career."
The essay will be a major factor in the selection process.  It will be judged on the basis
of originality, knowledge of the industry, correlation between student's background and
objectives, structure of thoughts, and logic of conclusions.

Requirements for Edward Schmidt Memorial Scholarship:

1. Scholarship to be granted to an enrolled Mechanical Engineering student who has a
cumulative 3.5 GPA and have completed at least 5 semesters or 8 quarters of
engineering of junior and senior level courses.

2. The amount of the scholarship to vary from $3,500 to $15,000 subject to an 
evaluation of the required documents and an interview. This scholarship is limited to 
one grant per calendar year.

3. The applicant must demonstrate interest in HVAC&R by having taken or enrolled in
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ASHRAE Student Scholarships

ASHRAE Scholarships 2019-2020 Page 2 1/31/2019

one or more related course.
4. Submit a short essay (two pages or less) on "What key element of your engineering

education has prepared you for a career in heating, refrigeration, and air conditioning
industry." The essay will be a major factor in the selection process.  It will be judged
on the basis of originality, knowledge of the industry, correlation between student's
background and objectives, structure of thoughts, and logic of conclusions.

Applications for all three categories of scholarships are due March 31, 2020. For
consideration by the Chapter, the student should submit the documents listed below:

1. Letter of Recommendation from Dean or Department Chair
2. Photocopy of last semester/quarter college/university transcript showing full-time

student status (12 units or more) and meeting the minimum required GPA.
3. Complete resume of completed courses, work experience, and general interest.
4. A short essay if applying for any of the scholarship categories requiring it as described

above.

The Chapter's Scholarship Committee members will base their final selection on a personal 
interview of the candidates to be held between mid-April and early-May 2020 at a location to 
be selected. Please note that the interview is the single most important criterion in the
selection process and we encourage the student to be well prepared with all necessary 
documentation, including transcripts and letters of recommendation. The Scholarship Committee 
Interviewers will be evaluating the general character and presentation of the applicant, verbal 
communication skills, interest/knowledge in HVAC&R industry, and financial need.  

Notice of the award of the scholarship grant will be made at the Chapter meeting on May 5, 
2020 at TAIX French Restaurant (1911 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90026). Funds will 
be available in fall of 2019.

Submit all above documentation in electronic format (PDF or MS-DOC) to the 
Scholarship Selection Committee members, listed below, by no later than March 31, 2020.

Jay Madden, P.E.
Southern California Edison
1515 Walnut Grove Ave 
Rosemead, CA 91770. 
Phone : (626) 302-0829
E-mail: jay.madden@sce.com

Clayton A. Lampman, P.E. C.A.
LAMPMAN ASSOCIATES 1531 
North Santa Anita Ave. Arcadia, 
CA 91006-1844
Phone: (626) 355-8979
Fax: (626) 355-5829
E-mail: cala_eng@earthlink.net
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Resource Promotion Chair for SoCal Chapter

100% of this money will go to research, meaning not only you are helping creating jobs for some people ( those 
who actually do the research projects ) you are also helping advancement of our industry and helping green 
engineers such as myself learn faster and have better, more reliable resources. And for that we thank you!   

You can make your contribution by:
• Going online and following instructions below ( will take 2 

mins !)
• Call me and give me your information and I will do it for you 
• Send a check directly to headquarter 
• Send a check to me 
• Ask me to come pick your check up 
• Or anything else you are comfortable with, be creative!
 
Thank you all and see you soon.
 
Online Contribution 

Go the https://xp20.ashrae.org/secure/researchpromotion/
rp.html
1. In the first rectangle put your contribution amount and check 

ASHRAE Research circle. 
2. Check the box for endowed support 
3.  In existing fund name copy :  S California Chapter
4. If you want to support scholarship please fill the scholarship 

amount and pick general 
5. Click on personal contribution 
6. Under contribution information field in red are required, fill 

out your information 
7. SUBMIT and wait for your name to pop up a san honor roll 

investor !
Frank Schwamborn

frank.schwamborn@p2sinc.com

REMEMBER: All donations to ASHRAE are 
tax-deductable!

https://xp20.ashrae.org/secure/researchpromotion/rp.html
https://xp20.ashrae.org/secure/researchpromotion/rp.html
mailto:frank.schwamborn%40p2sinc.com?subject=
mailto:taraneh.shoorideh@p2seng.com 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Intro to Energy Management @ Rio Hondo College 

Rio Hondo College Continuing Education Program  

This 2-day course will introduce attendees to the knowledge base needed to 
design and implement an energy management program in an office, school, or 
other commercial/industrial facilities.

The course is intended for people interested in exploring careers in the energy 
and environmental sustainability industry - solar, electric/gas utility, HVAC 
industry or business owners that want to manage utility costs and stay 
competitive. 

Class Details 

Course Name: Intro to Energy Management

Class ID: 26983 

Days: Feb 19th and 26th 2020 Time: 6:30PM - 8:30PM 

Class fee is $45, includes lecture note and certificate of completion. 

Register online at the Rio Hondo College website: 

https://www.riohondo.edu/continuing-education/ 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Some of the course topics covered are: 

 Managing Air Conditioning Construction Projects / Proposals /  
Design Build Projects/Coordination of Trades / Blueprint Reading /  

Estimating Practices / Submittals  
 
 

COURSE NUMBER   { REF A/C 100 } 

Air Conditioning Project Management 
3 UNITS                    { Section # 12720 }  

 
 

SPRING 2020 SEMESTER 
LOS ANGELES TRADE TECHNICAL COLLEGE  

400 West Washington Boulevard Los Angeles CA 

AIR  CONDITIONING PROJECT MANAGEMENT CLASS 
 

If you are currently working in the HVAC Trade and have the basic skills, taking this class may lead to 
promotions and higher earnings in the HVAC industry.  

T h u r s d a y E ve n i n gs    6 : 0 0  p . m . — 9 : 1 0  p . m .    
 Bu i l d i n g  E  -   Ro om  E 2  2 3 2  

S ta r t i n g  F e b r u a r y  1 3 ,  2 0 2 0  t o  J u ne  4 ,  2 0 2 0  
    ( 1 6  C l a s s e s )  

Class Pre-requisite:   None 
A desire to learn about becoming a Project Manager in the Heating and Air Conditioning  
Industry.  Knowledge of Microsoft Word & Microsoft Excel will be beneficial for this course.    

 Instructor: Barry Kirschenbaum -  Project Manager  (35 years experience in the HVAC Trade)   
 LATT Graduate—Ref A/C / Cal Poly Pomona Graduate - Mechanical Engineering 
 Contact me if you have any questions concerning this class:     Mob:#:    626-433-3997     
                                                                                    Email :     kirschbd@lattc.edu 

 
 

        Register on-line @  www.lattc.edu    
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Job Opportunities
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Job Opportunities
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Sol*Air Supporters

This could be your 
business card.

Contact Sol*Air editor for details.  
solair.editor@gmail.com
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2019-2020 Board of Governors and Chairs
Sol*Air is published by the Southern California Chapter of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating 
and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc., Los Angeles.  Statements made in this publication are not expressions 
of the Society or of the Chapter and should not be reproduced without special permission from the Chapter.

Southern California Chapter of ASHRAE – P.O.  Box 80133 – San Marino, CA 91118


